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Abstract 

Today, the Internet offers a wide range of collaboration opportunities for individuals and organizations. 

NDT.net, a pioneer in the Internet, is the largest site providing services to the NDT Community. E-publishing 

plays an important role in NDT.net, but it is not the only service that the site offers. This presentation describes 

the features and benefits of all services.  These include; an "Exhibition" offers company’s smart advertising that 

is much more valuable than just publishing an advertisement or the company's profile on a web page. A full-text 

literature database with comprehensive search features gives access to more than 10.000 articles of journals and 

conferences of the past 15 years. A Facebook-like Professional Network gives the people a chance to meet 

colleagues all over the world. A discussion forum is a point where the community meets every day. More than 

20.000 posts are searchable over the last 15 years. An NDT encyclopaedia helps students and practitioners to 

study the terms of different NDT methods. A Web catalogue of more than 1000 entries is a starting point to 

explore NDT in the Internet. A monthly News and Calendar of NDT events keeps the users up to date. Last but 

not least a Conference Management Server (CMS) provides a feature-rich conference management system, a 

Cloud for all authors and the conference team to operate smoothly both small and large conferences. Sponsors 

and exhibitors make it possible to offer all these services free of charge for the NDT community. 
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1. Introduction 
 

NDT.net is a pioneer in the Internet since 1996. Since then the e-journal has been publishing a 

comprehensive content every month using Open Access [1]. In addition to the e-journal, 

NDT.net has published proceedings of international NDT conferences online and on CD since 

1998. Today the NDT community can access more than 80 NDT conferences, spanning from 

WCNDT, ECNDT, APCNDT to PANNDT over all continents and NDT techniques. 

Moreover, in NDT.net's discussion forums and MyNDT network many colleagues meet every 

day. 

 

The principle divisions 

 
1. Open Access NDT  Database  

Document Server for Conference Proceedings and Journals (Articles, News) 

 

2. e-Journal of Nondestructive Testing - ISSN 1435-4934 (Open Access) 

Articles and News of the e-Journal are reviewed by the Editor or the Advisory Board  

 

3. NDT Portal 

Exhibition, Forum, MyNDT Network, Event Calendar, Web Resources etc. 

 

4. NDT Conference Service (Cloud) 

Online Tool for Conference Committee, Reviewers, Authors (Speakers) 
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2. Open Access NDT  Database  
 

The database hosts the electronic addition of conference proceedings or other publications 

free of charge. Internet users can search through one connectivity NDT Database which can 

be  more effective than a regular Internet search. 

It is not easy to find desired information by use of unstructured search methods like Google 

provides. A better search can be done by use of structured databases which have been in use 

many years before the Internet was born. These databases are still available however, since 

the common Internet search engines are free, the structured options are available at a fee they 

tend to find it difficult to compate against the free versions. The NDT.net database provides 

structured search methods and recognizes the need for free access to literature. Today many 

NDT conferences and NDT societies deliver their content to the database to give the best 

service to their NDT community. The article “Advanced Publishing in NDT” 

 [2] describes the structured search methods of the NDT.net database. 

 

 
 

3. Online Exhibition 
 

This online exhibition offers all the Services for efficient, inexpensive, worldwide Internet 

Marketing of NDT Products. High traffic, monthly more than 3,000,000 server hits, means 

maximum exposure for your company. The online exhibition is visited by more than 80 000 

readers each month [8]. Links to exhibitors' homepages increase the audience and the 

information available. 

 

The exhibition features advanced database functions such as: 

 
• Automatic sign-up an account and create an exhibition stand on the fly 

• Exhibitors can do updates as needed 

• Free customization of the stand 

• Cross-referencing of showcases, articles, press releases, forum members etc. 

• Search of exhibitors' homepages 

• Search catalog with multiple fields and different output options 

• Search products by list of keywords. 

• NDT.net Forum and Database highlights exhibitor stands 

• Targeted banner advertising 

• RFQs forwarding service 

 

 



 
 

More details are described in the article “NDT.net Exhibition Update makes browsing easier” 

[3]. 

 

4. Web Resources 
 

Gathering specific information is the principal goal of most Internet users. NDT people can 

use traditional search engines for full-text Internet searches of the Internet, or use the simple 

"link directories" sometimes provided by NDT Institutes or Societies. Traditional searching 

can be useful in some cases, but its limitations are well known. Manually updated  "link 

directories" lack even the often rudimentary filtering capabilities of the popular search 

engines, and are frequently out of date and riddled with "404" (file not found) messages.  

 

NDT.net Web Resources (Virtual Library) is a true database with intelligent features like 

searching in Methods, Site Type, Filters etc., and different sorting options.  As of January 1, 

2012, the database contained over 1.000 links.  

 

 
 

Anyone can submit a link with its details immediately to the database, that means it’s done 'on 

the fly'. Notification of the new entry is then sent to the NDTnet Editor Board, who will verify 

that the site is a legitimate NDT site and categorize it appropriately.  

Site owners can also submit changes to existing site listing. The Editor Board will check 

changes for errors before passing it along to the Database [5].  



 

 

One of the most visited pages is the Calendar of Events. This content is one of the Web 

Resource Data, however, delivers a comfortable to read output format as time scale and other 

event specific search features. Conferences series for which proceedings from former events 

have been published have a link to the proceedings attached. NDT.net’s Open Access partners 

benefit from the event promotion on top of the calendar page.  

 

 
 

 

 

5. NDT Encyclopedia 
 

In  2007 NDT.net released a Nondestructive Testing Encyclopedia 

based on SQL Database programming. The design gives access to 

multiple resources from one location, delivering results with a 

range of content including encyclopedia articles, related database 

articles, related Web sites, related Exhibitors and much more. 

Dynamic database queries to all other NDT.net databases make it 

self-maintaining and always up to date.  

 

A new content management is another important change. A multi-editor or multi-author 

editing access is established, which now allows the community of NDT.net members to act as 

author of this NDT encyclopedia. The idea is to allow input "From (and to) the NDT 

Community", so called Wiki. A wiki enables documents to be written collaboratively. A 

single page in a wiki is referred to as a "wiki page", while the entire body of pages, which are 

usually highly interconnected via hyperlinks, is "the wiki". A wiki is essentially a database for 

creating, browsing and searching information. In our "NDT Wiki" only  MyNDT members 

have permissions to sign-in, thus hopefully avoiding a vandalism problem [6].  

 

The editor advisory board will still continue to write new content and to monitor the quality 

by the community submitted content. This is the basis of the "reliable information 

continuously growing!"  



 

 

6. MyNDT Network 
 

In May 2011 NDT.net launched a new Facebook-like 

Professional Network for the NDT Community.  

In 1998 NDT.net started a profile database as a first 

Professional Network to make the discussion forums 

less anonymous. Today about 5000 members have registered in this Network. During this 

time Social Networks like Facebook in 2004 or LinkedIn in 2003 for professionals, came up 

and proved that billions of people like such new kind of platforms. Of course not just 

publishing peoples' profiles made it so popular; moreover, certain essential functions are 

necessary for such success. 

 

The program of this professional Network was built by NDT.net. The program allows 

interaction between forum and users profiles and much more other data in NDT.net like the 

article database. The program provides features which are not available on Facebook or 

LinkedIn [7]. 

 

Today the main features of a MyNDT account are:  

 
• Comprehensive personal information sheet  

• Multimedia Albums for Pictures,Videos, Word, Excel, Powerpoint, PDF of 10 MB maximal file size  

• Comprehensive privacy settings  

• Building your group of colleagues (invite function)  

• Blog page to share with your colleagues  

• News Feed page to see news of your Colleagues  

• News notifications to and from colleagues 

 
 

Upload & Vote Photos of NDT-at-Work   

This campaign [9] invited members to upload their favorite photos of work in NDT. The new 

MyNDT Profile enable Members to upload photos, videos and docs (pdf,doc,xls,ppt...) in 

different album names. This campaign evaluates the "I like" votes of members’ photos in 

albums like "At Work" etc. Because the campaign was well received it is now a permanent 

evaluation in the MyNDT Network. Frequently the winner will receive a digital camera which 

is sponsored by Olympus NDT. 



 

7. Discussion Forum 
 

For more than 10 years now NDT.net has been operating the most popular NDT forum on the 

Internet. More than 5000 members from 100 countries are subscribed to get the benefits of 

this forum, e.g., receiving messages by email or getting contacts by showing their personal 

profile to the community. An average of 20 messages are posted daily to the forum.  

Very early NDT.net launched a forum program which eliminated the drawbacks of the 

original NDT Newsgroup in 1997. Key advantages like Web interface (web boards) in 

conjunction with a mailing list, member profiles, are open to everybody (not password 

protected). These have made the forum very successful. Of course it is not always easy to get 

the forum free from spam so each message receives a review before it is released to the 

mailing list. Another forum feature is Job Offer/Seek Board which is now getting about 50 

posts each month.  

In 2009 a new forum program was launched. Rather than installing one of the many free 

available Internet forums, NDT.net developed its own program thus keeping all benefits of the 

old forum and adding essential new features on a MySQL Database platform [10]. 

 

Key features of the forum are: 
• The discussion thread is now visible on one page by showing all replies.  

• Users can upload easily one or more images to the message.  

• For each member a record of how may posts with access to all posts of each member is available.  

• Messages showing more information of user profile if one is a forum member.  

• A math question makes the forum more secure against spam robots.  

• Users can select a checkbox "notify replies to my email address" while they fill-in the message form.  

• Authors of Jobs or Classified Ads Boards receive a ticket to be able to close their topic (e.g. job filled).  

• The Forum Search offers new filter and sorting features for an easy to browse result page.  

• New board themes can be easily opened. 

• A search give access  to more than 20.000 messages from 1996 until today. 

 

In May 2010 a new discussion board, “Italian NDT Talk”, was launched. The Italian NDT 

NDT.net community is now a group of about 200 MyNDT members.  The moderator of this 

board (Ezio Tretini) monitors the discussion in the Italian language.   

 

 



 

8. Conference Management Server (CMS) 
 

The CMS is an online project management 

tool for authors and committees of 

conferences. The CMS is Cloud computing 

with the essential benefit that the all users 

(organizer, reviewers, authors) have access 

to the same information instantly. Every 

day back-up guarantees secure conference 

data [11].  
 

 

So far the following conferences used or are using this service: EWGAE 2010, PANNDT201,  

SimNDT2010, NDTP2011, CompNDT2011, EWGAE-ICAE2012, NDCM201, 

NDTCanada201, SINCE2011, NDTCanada2012, WCNDT2012, SINCE2013. 

 

The CMS is a chain service from call for papers up to technical program, abstract book and 

proceedings. All this is free of charge for NDT Events!  
 

 

 
 

 

• Program Details of the Conference Management Server 

The CMS is a feature-rich conference management system that accommodates the support 

needs of a range of very different conference configurations. The CMS serves as an interface 

and controls the workflow for Authors, Administrators, Committee Members and Editors. In 

order to be flexible enough to be deployed efficiently in different scenarios the Conference 

Administrator (Secretary or Chair) can configure CMS online and see the effects of any 

changes in real-time. Features or editing permissions can be set individually for members of 

the team (the committee). The final result of this online program is the technical conference 

program, abstract book and the advanced electronic proceedings (CD/DVD, stick, Internet).  

 

• Electronic submissions of abstracts, papers and online review system 

The CMS is a mature and comprehensive tool. It facilitates smooth abstract and paper 

submission and it enables an efficient online review process. Running on our servers, it can be 

set-up and customized quickly and is immediately ready for use. It will not only save you a lot 

of time by taking much of the drag off the chair person that comes with organizing a 

conference, it will also contribute to a more satisfying conference experience for the 

participants.  

 

 



• Book of Abstracts 

Based on the inputs the system exports all abstracts as one PDF file (Abstract Booklet). 

Program information such as breaks, session, chair, room/date/time is printed at each abstract. 

That makes it comfortable for participants to navigate through the conference. 

 

• Conference proceedings 

Conference proceedings are documents of lasting value. CMS takes care of the professional 

treatment of the proceedings. The CMS exports a digital distribution of these substantial 

documents on CD and/or the Internet. A small abstract booklet with an attached digital 

medium lets you have the best of both worlds  

 

 
The CMS is the source for conference documents 

 

Conclusion 
 

This web portal provides methods for an effective Internet collaboration for individuals and 

organizations. It provides unique benefits for education and business. The discussion forum 

works like a Webinar but does not require attendance at a certain time although the discussion 

is often held instantly. Information on demand instead of predefined programs is today's need. 

The Conference Management Server is a cloud tool. It is  a time and cost saving method to 

produce a quality conference program and proceedings. The program in the cloud acts as an 

expert system that prevents the organizing committee and authors for making errors, thus 

guides to fulfil an international standard. This is especially effective in helping small and 

medium sized organizations to more easily provide quality NDT conferences. 
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